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90%	rate	either	very	high	quality	or	high	quality	



	
	
	



	
	
66%	rate	either	very	satisfied	or	satisfied	
	



	
	
71%	rate	either	very	high	quality	or	high	quality	
	



	
	
86%	rate	either	very	high	effectiveness	or	high	effectiveness	
	



	
	

	
	
	



What two or three areas should be priority areas 
of improvement for the club? 
	

1. keeping costs down for freestyle ice having enough ice available for skaters improving 
the culture of the club and coaches 

2. Advice on skate sharpening, where to buy dresses, etc. for families who do not have 
skating background would be helpful.  

3. Options to help reduce costs of skating.  
4. Would be great if there was a summer freestyle program that was only 2 days/week. 
5. Junior board’s sister(pair) program should be improved. 
6. Coaches, friendliness 
7. More open board new members not the same group always making decisions 
8. getting more attendance at annual ice show- maybe considering donating some tickets in 

community for saturday afternoon show to help stir up interest about skating in the 
community. 

9. I would like to see higher expectations and follow through from all the coaches. 
10. We always appreciate cost reductions.  
11. It would also be fabulous if the club purchased a skate sharpener and trained someone to 

use it so that that wasn't such a hassle. 
12. Training coaches, more equipment. 
13. There is a lot more info on the website now which is great but if you could add info on 

the following that would help. The transition into freestyle like a cheat sheet of what 
testing is all about, the difference between moves and free skate for families that don't 
have previous experience. Also do the levels matter in freestyle like they do in lts? 

14. I think that the board seems to working on the areas of improved communication and also 
getting more quality coaches available. I have seen improvement over this last year. 

15. More off ice classes/training 
16. More coaches on staff to allow for more coaching time per skater.  
17. The club needs more parents volunteering on event committees who are not board 

members.  
18. Ice Monitoring needs to be consistent and regular.  
19. Skaters need to have more accountability and discipline, both on the ice and off the ice. 
20. Continue to increase coaching Evening ice time in summer would be nice 
21. Incorporate group classes for Freestyle - off-ice: warmup/stretching/conditioning, Ballet; 

on-ice: edge, spins, jumps, dance. Install an off-ice jump harness. Create a music 
cutting/choreography service for members of Club (Freestyle programs, artistic 
programs, step sequence/spin/jump programs for competitions. Other clubs have coaches 
that can be hired for this service specifically. 

 



 
 
Do you have any other comments, questions, or 
concerns? 
	

1. THANK YOU to all members of the board! You have done a great job pulling 
things together this year. So many improvements in communication, billing, etc. 
which is much better than previous years. Outstanding!! 

2. No 
3. Not to make synchro competitive team 
4. We (even my skater) were not fans of the pizza buffet at the banquet but the rest 

of the evening was fine. 
5. The sychronized skating times on Sundays don't work for us because of church. 
6. Overall, this year has been one of the best years as far as communication, 

expectations, organizination! 
7. If I ice monitor when not signed up do I have to record that anywhere besides 

the book to get credit? 
8. The skaters need to be taken through the skater code of conduct and held 

accountable to it. It should be a signed contract on file of each skater. 
	


